
attunement incubator - a season of initiation kelseyrosetort.com

1:1 support for 3 months, including:

★ Four deep dive sessions utilizing human design, astrology, and the akashic records to
converse with each other and spirit in the process of clarifying what conditioning is
presently being cleared and what aspects of Your Truth are presently being provoked

○ The first session is ~2 hrs and video is recommended. The other three will be are
60-90 and can be over video or phone

○ These are scheduled by you, and you are welcome to reschedule them as much as
you’d like. Flexibility to honor moment to moment energy shifts and needs on both
of our ends is a priority.

★ communication with me 1:1 via text &/or audio messages in the voxer app
○ please note that i do not make any promises to the rate at which or frequency with

which i respond in that medium. Sometimes i need to disappear for days at a time,
but you can use our message thread to note reflections and questions as they come
up, and when i am in the right mindset, i will o�er the cosmic-context and
perspectives that organically arise within me in response.

★ a substantial spot in my brain/awareness for the length of your three month incubation
period. when i take on longer term clients in the attunement incubator, i see minimal to no
clients outside of this format so that i can focus my cosmic context making primarily on
how the collective themes are applying to just a few people at a time for a heightened and
consecutive impact. throughout our three months together, your experience as i
understand it through astrology and human design, and that which you share with me
during our conversations will be my primary-work focus,

★ access to my ongoing group o�erings that exist outside of the incubator for the duration of
your time with me including:

○ you are invited to register (free of cost) for live attendance & recording access for
any of my live one-time workshops that take place live during your incubation
period

○ you are invited to join my monthly live group zoom hangs for patrons (focus varies
but is typically a discussion on the current astrology weather as well as more
general spiritual topics)

■ If you are already a patron, THANK YOU! i am more than happy to refund
your patreon contribution for the three months you are in involved in this
incubation process

★ access to any and all of my backlog of pre-recorded workshops to supplement your
learning (a $400+ value) (does not apply to courses, just single workshops.)

★ 40% o� any of my longer term courses (astrology for your self and fundamentals of human
design) if you have not already taken these courses. [if you have already taken one or or
both of these courses, see below for a discount code you can use for $100-$250 o� of
your attunement incubator enrollment)

★ an organized and curated google folder full of resources and references including:
○ recordings of all of our sessions
○ your natal chart
○ your human design chart
○ any additional educational resources that we utilize and/or that i suggest during

our time together



timeline / logistics
● your attunement incubator experience begins on the day of the first session and lasts for

three months
● you will schedule your initial session upon purchase and this process will include filling out

a form which invites you to share your context, intentions, and more in advance of our first
meeting

● after the initial session, you’ll receive everything else including: voxer access, google folder,
workshop downloads, and links to schedule remaining sessions

exchange:
● In full: $2700
● Payment plan: $450 (six biweekly payments)

discounts for current & former students:
● if you have completed any iteration of my online course: astrology for your self, use code

“astrolearner” for $150 o� of your attunement incubator registration
● if you have completed my “fundamentals of human design for the astrologically minded”

course, use code “hdlearner” for $100 o� your attunement incubator registration
● if you have completed both courses, use code “astrohdlearner” for $250 o� of your

attunement incubator registration

note - these codes will only work for the pay in full option. if you are using the payment plan please
email kelseyrosetort@gmail.com to redeem the discount after you’ve registered with your first
payment. (the appropriate amount will be refunded or subtracted from a remaining payment.)
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